2022 Midterms - We Can Stop The Election Fraud. IT'S TIME TO ACT!
*Version: 10/26/2022

11:08 AM ET

Added: Best Voting Methods (pg. 7)

One thing we learned from the 2020 election is that post-election litigation does not prevent Democrats from
cheating and stealing elections. It's time to be proactive and step up before the midterm election. We
currently have one month to act. Patriots must register as poll workers, observers, and get involved. But we
must do more. This document provides several county level suggestions to help prevent fraud. A few might
require legal action. We will update this PDF regularly. Below are some highlights.
 File lawsuits demanding oversight in key areas while elections are active.
 Use the checklists to remind workers what to look for, and to create incident reports.
 Demand GOP observers at loading docks, USPS Regional Centers (P&DC), at all bulk ballot transfers.
 GOP election staff need an external War Room team to handle issues on their behalf.
 War Rooms must contact top election officials and county supervisors immediately.
 Obtain the printing vendors details about QVF files, ballots printed, total ballots mailed, etc.
 Track in real time all UAA ballots leading up to election day, and while counting occurs.
 Contact local and national media outlets about issues and name obstructing officials.

1 - CRITCAL REQUIRMENTS WHILE THE ELECTION IS ACTIVE:
The left launches lawsuits in the final weeks of an election to force courts into decisions. They change
registration deadlines, add ballot boxes, and so on. Some cases have been heard in as little as 2 days. Focus
your lawsuits on areas that will have the most impact while the election is active. Demand changes that will
solve areas of past fraud, especially if this fraud has been documented. Here's some ideas.
a. Demand GOP selected observers be stationed at major ballot transfer locations. This includes the USPS
Processing & Distribution Center (P&DC), loading dock at the central tabulation centers, and possibly at
the print vendors. Observers must be allowed at these posts until all ballots have been counted.
b. Ballot counts must be immediately provided to GOP observers who witness ballot transfers at any of
these locations. This includes all UAA ballots (Undeliverable-as-Addressed). Ballot trays arriving late on
election day might need to be weighed to determine their count (mail machines might be stacked up).
c. Demand that the "Total Ballots Cast" be provided on election night. Whether they have been counted
yet or not, this is the total of all voters who participated. This includes mail-in ballots, in person,
provisional, everything. Knowing this total on election night prevents late ballots from being added.
Jurisdictions are only providing the total ballots they "counted", then update it each day until done.
d. Demand that observers are allowed into all areas of the tabulation center that doesn’t jeopardize
ballot privacy. This includes ballot extraction (envelopes), mail sorting, ballot curing, and so on. The
distance rules like the 6 foot sham should be swatted down in lawsuits too.
e. Demand all delivery vehicles that move ballots, including any rental trucks, be equipped with
temporary GPS tracking. These battery operated devices are attached with magnets.
NOTE: If possible, demonstrate to the court that the jurisdiction has made prior violations
of law. Then present your plan to prevent this from occurring again. For instance, ballots
were accepted after the election. And your plan has observers watching all ballot transfers .
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2 - BALLOT PRINTING & QVF TOTALS:
Most election officials won’t disclose the exact number of ballots printed, mailed, or the lists provided. Some
jurisdictions send an initial Qualified Voter File (QVF) mailing list to their print vendor. The vendor mails ballots
to each voter on this list. But jurisdictions then give these print vendor supplemental lists as new voter
registrations arrive. Multiple lists create chaos, duplicates, extras, and so on. Demand your county obtain
written answers directly from the vendor, and provide you those actual vendor responses.
a. Find out how many lists were provided to the print vendor, and their date/time stamp.
b. Does the vendor check any supplemental lists against ballots already printed and mailed?
c. Does the vendor data scrub the addresses using USPS services to reduce undeliverable mail?
d. Does the vendor provide any type of data scrubbing to any of the QVR mailing lists?
e. Get the total print count for each QVF list. Determine the “Grand Total” of all ballots printed & mailed?
f. How many non mail-in ballots were printed? Where and when were they delivered?

3 - TABULATION CENTER CENTRAL COMMAND:
Complaints from GOP poll workers and observers fall on deaf ears or get dismissed as partisan disruptions.
Election supervisors deflect these complaints to follow orders. If the fraud continues, the GOP staff inside
tabulation centers or other areas must escalate to an external team. Every hour 5-8,000 ballots are processed,
so time is of the essence. Support "War Rooms" must include lawyers, election experts, and media staff.
a. In many States the tabulation center workers cannot leave until the polls close. Have cell phones
available for them just outside their entrance doors. They can reports incidents right then.
b. The support "War Room" must accept & vet calls in real time and have some staff close by the center.
c. War Rooms must escalate issues immediately to top all county officials by phone, or enter their offices.
 Verify your contact info for election Directors, Clerks, each County Supervisor, SOS, and so on.
 Phone tag, emails, and voice mail is not an option with these officials. Walk in their offices!
d. Negotiate a resolution in a timely fashion or require a temporary shut-down of the faulty area.
e. Send the issue and the people obstructing to the media in real time. This includes local radio, TV,
national sites, social media influencers, and so on. Have these contacts ready. Check beforehand.
f. Do not accept excuses that push issues to after the election.
g. Provide business cards to all GOPer's with the War Room
contact info and the escalation steps & rules.
h. Maybe rent a motor home for the very problematic
tabulation centers. Park it close to the facility as the
command center. (About $300 day, maybe less from the
"right" owner). This is hard work so have some fun too!

4 – EMERGENCY, SATELLITE, & MOBILE VOTE CENTERS*
Bad actors are always looking for places where they can deposit large volumes of ballots at one time. Because
of a court ruling 2 days before the 2020 election, jurisdictions allowed USPS to deliver ballots directly to vote
centers in 12 districts. But people in plain clothes, driving personal vehicles, showed up. They dropped off
trays full of ballots, no questions asked. This must stop. The “Emergency”, “Satellite”, and "Mobile" centers
are known locations to accept massive ballot dumps. They have little in person voting, but end up with bins
full of dropped off mail-in ballots. It’s important to have eyeballs on these locations and disrupt this activity.
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5 - EYEBALL THE UAA BALLOTS:
Ballots that many call “return to sender” are really named Undeliverable-as-Addressed (UAA). These blank
ballots must be returned to the jurisdiction. They are huge numbers and seem to disappear in almost every
major county. These ballots are very desirable to criminals. A tray of 200
can be worth as much as $4,000. Keep a damn close eye on UAA ballots.
The jurisdiction, print vendor, or USPS can generate a near real time report
on the number of UAA ballots that USPS has processed. Get this report for
the days up to election day, and each day afterwards while they count. Get
the report the day it's created. Verify jurisdictions posses all UAA ballots.

6 - QUESTIONS FOR THE COUNTY NOW:
Contact your county and ask some questions, collect important contact info.
a. What do you do with the UAA ballots?
b. What is your plan for dealing with the (UAA) undeliverable ballots?
c. How do you flag UAA ballots and in what type of timeframe does that occur?
d. Can you provide the USPS daily report that lists the number of UAA ballots they processed?
e. Are there any real time data feeds available, like from poll pads, that provide voter analytics?

7 - INCIDENT CHECKLISTS
We included several checklists at the end of this document. They will help election workers create "Incident
Reports". But more importantly, they show what areas and aspects of the election to look out for. These PDF
forms can be downloaded at this website or from the (EWP) links below. The site also includes 3 training
videos, one for each form. These are exceptional documents with great detail created by Missouri Canvassers,
and Cause of America - Missouri.
 Polling Place (EWP3) - Incidents occurring at the polling place with workers, machines, process, etc.
 Voter Experience (EWP2) - This helps report any issues specific to the entire voting experience.
 Machine Test (EWP1) - for people who will watch any testing of tabulation machines.

NOTE: The checklists do mention Missouri, show page numbers for their State election manual, and where to
submit reports.*Here are Word versions so you can customize to your own County or State. To learn about
changing the forms please visit the website, view the video, or send an email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me.
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THE POST OFFICE "P&DC" EXPLAINED: Each local post office
sends their completed ballots and any returned mail to their
USPS Processing and Distribution Center (P&DC). The election
jurisdictions pick up these ballots in bulk at this P&DC. There are 308 of these locations across America. Some
jurisdictions even have a public “media day” at their P&DC to celebrate the first batch mailed, or first batch
returned. The USPS has let the public at these facilities. All printed ballots are delivered to the P&DC to start
their mail journey. Ballots that are filled out and given to USPS, end up back at the same P&DC. So it's critical
to have eyeballs at these locations. Each is operated by leftist postal unions who are part of the AFL-CIO.
EXAMPLE #1 (Why Poll Workers Need Support):
In 2020 several GOP poll workers in one county observed the signature validation settings change over 3-4
days. It went from capturing 20 points on each signature, to 15, then 7, and finally zero. Many GOPer's
complained to the onsite election supervisors during their shifts. They all received the same answer “We’re
just falling to far behind”, their justification to stop checking signatures. After the election was over it was
learned these orders to lower settings came directly from the Director of Elections.
Weeks later when questioned about this, the Director said “I take my orders from the County Recorder”.
Neither of these two officials were confronted while the election was active. Their offices are located blocks
away, shielded from election workers, and valid complaints. Poll workers need an external team with the
backbone to contact top officials, walk right into their offices, and demand they follow the law.
EXAMPLE #2 (Ballots Arrive Late):
It took 18 months after the election before the professionals at
Verity Vote could get documents from Maricopa County about
ballot deliveries. Verity Vote discovered over 18,000 ballots were
picked at the USPS P&DC by the county over the 3 days following
the election. Maricopa is still unwilling to find the missing delivery
documents for Nov. 4th. All these late ballots were counted.
EXAMPLE #3 (UAA Ballots)
USPS said they returned over 100,000 UAA ballots to one county during the 2020 election. The County said
they only received 55,000, and had them destroyed by their printing vendor. To date, the County still can't
find those destruction records. This Lake County, FL official is standing next to a tall rack of Voter Info
postcards explaining they were all undeliverable. If these were the thicker ballots, they would fill several racks.
UAA ballots are a large volume in every jurisdiction. Prevent them from getting into the hands of bad actors.
POLL WORKER BUILDING ENTRY, FORMS, NEW RULES:
Fully credentialed GOP poll workers and observers have been stalled as much as 5 hours before they are
allowed entry into facilities. This is especially true in PA. One tactic deployed by gate keepers is that you are
not on their "new list". They use several other excuses as well. Expect this subterfuge to happen, especially on
election day and those counting days that follow. Provide GOP workers the appropriate contact information
and the steps to take if this occurs.
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Now that many volunteers are aware of the types of fraud, elections are taking proactive steps to prevent
discovery and disclosure. Many are restricting access to even more areas. Some jurisdictions now require
observers and workers to fill out forms at the end of their shift. They must list any problems they noticed
during their shift. This is to discredit citizens at a later date if they bring up something not on the form. The
forms also allow jurisdictions to cover their tracks, to hide or even delete information. Some elections act like
they are at war with their own citizenry and any transparency.
The radical left infiltrated GOP poll worker training. Their media allies pushed the narrative that GOP training
is biased and creating overzealous election workers. This fake news is meant to provide cover for the sketchy
election jurisdictions. These narratives could lead to DOJ involvement, a justification back to unequal hiring,
and so on. This fake outrage has motivated some officials, using hypothetical situations as justification, to
create new rules aimed at “preventing disruptions”. No observer should be forced stay in a tiny boxed off
area, or be restricted from speaking to anyone other than an assigned supervisor, or other craziness. Learn
any new rules and push back before November 8th.
*Please visit the original Gateway Pundit article and post your suggestions in the “Comments” section. If your
suggestion needs a more private disclosure, contact GP directly using this email.
TAKE ACTION – GET INVOLVED!
Here’s a few places volunteers can still sign up. You’re not always redirected to a local group. There's really
just to many groups, vendors, and tools to list in any one article.
Tea Party Patriots – *Allows you to join your own State's election integrity team. One of the better.
GOP Victory – This is the RNC. Shows groups & their meetings across the U.S., post events, and more .
Operation Overwatch – Although new, it’s for hardcore electionists. Some law enforcement backing too.
Election Integrity Network – Very insightful newsletters, part of the great Conservative Policy Institute.

Be Bold, Be Brave, Be a Patriot!

* Denotes an update or change to the document.
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ADDENDUM:*
Chain of Custody Records - This article suggests having "GOP selected" and vetted people as real time chain of
custody observers in those areas with the highest concerns. Spending months after an election, asking a
jurisdiction for chain of custody documents, can still be necessary. But this DOES NOT STOP FRAUD.
Jurisdictions delay production of records, often provide only what is clean, and say the rest is missing.
There's often a close-knit insider type network of staff and managers that work in the Warehouse, Field Staff,
and Ballot Courier type roles. These "back of house" operations have little to no scrutiny. It's not uncommon
for an election Warehouse Manager or Field Supervisor to hire the exact same "GOP" person year after year,
for the same role. Deceptively registering as a "R" or "I" years ago is one way to cheat the system. It's one
example how "election selected" workers are supposedly from each party, but both can be liberal activists.
Total Ballots Cast - Mentioned in item #1. The descriptive name can vary by jurisdiction. It references the total
number of all completed ballots in the jurisdictions possession, regardless if they have been counted yet or
not. It's a decades old term from long before mail-in ballots became popular. A more modern term might now
be "Total Voter Participation". Not knowing this total on election night allows late ballots to be inserted and
unnoticed. Most jurisdictions cleverly moved to reporting only the ballots they count, as the total.

RECAP OF 2,300 READER COMMENTS:*
The Gateway Pundit reviewed all the reader comments and election suggestions from the "Stop Fraud" article.
The below list is in the order of most mentioned, being first.
 Same Day Voting - To help prevent the left from knowing how many additional votes they need to win.
 Remove the Machines - Don't trust them, internet connections, or their ability to manipulate votes.
 Voter ID - Most feel this is the simplest way to prevent illegal and non-citizen voting.
 Paper Voting - Suggests that we use paper ballots, not machines that convert them to images.
 Law Enforcement - They want onsite investigations immediately and fraudsters punished harshly.
 Hand Counting - Counting done at precinct level with both party oversight, then roll up results.
 No Ballot Boxes - Prefer a substantial reduction in the use of mail-in ballots, and the boxes.
There's a sense that some are afraid to get involved. Those fears range from FBI visits to getting banned from
social media or other accounts. Most want the large tabulation centers shut down. Ballots from local honest
areas end up in the hands of these Democrat run facilities. They prefer precinct level operations where most
State laws require an equal number of workers from each party. The large tabulation centers typically don't
fall under these laws. They can be fully stacked with Democrats (like Detroit TCF Center), without recourse,
until the laws are changed. Georgia allowed the AFL-CIO to help hire and fill tabulation centers with workers.

"It's not who votes. It's who counts the votes." - The statement most repeated by GP readers.
One hot topic suggests Republican controlled precincts and counties withhold their voting results until the
known corrupt jurisdictions have reported their own results. GP readers are acutely aware that Democrats,
using various methods, obtain insight into how many votes they need to win. Readers want to prevent and
disrupt this. Most of their frustration is with law enforcement, the judicial system, and the GOP. People are
disgusted with their lack of interest or the blocking of fraud investigations. Two readers sum this up.
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Kevin Jenkins - The problem is: If you uncover fraud, there has to be a system in place to listen to the issues, address the
problem, and correct the process. There isn't one.
Maggie Rayne - There is no central organization, just random people wondering what to do, wanting to do something,
but not sure how. Nothing will get done without organization. Rally the troops so to speak. Unless someone takes the
initiative to lead, all of this will never happen, and the cheating democraps will win again.

BALLOT BOX CAMERAS:
Many readers mentioned using more cameras. Some suggest "Trail" cameras typically used for hunting. GP
researched stand alone solar powered cameras with battery backups. Some jurisdictions could quickly deploy
these at ballot boxes. They send data and images through a monthly cellular subscription. The units range
from $450 to $1,500 each, with some as high as $4,000. They require no
electricity or internet connection and most have infrared for nighttime video.
Cameras will be helpful only when people start being prosecuted en masse,
and then flipped to reveal their employers. Ballot box cameras will rarely stop
fraudulent ballots from being counted, even if monitored in real time. Also,
there's simply no way to tell which ballots are fraudulent once they are put
into the box. Even if you can open a box immediately afterwards, those
fraudulent ballots will be mixed in with other ballots on the top.

BEST VOTING METHODS*
(Added 10-26-2022)

Vote On Election Day, In-Person (EDIP)
The Gateway Pundit recommends Election Day In-Person voting only if you are 100% certain you can make it
to the polls on election day. The single most important thing is that you do vote. If you must vote early, vote as
close to the end of the election as possible. And always try to vote in-person. Failure to exercise Election Day
In-Person (EDIP) voting will result in the extinction of election day voting. This leads to more centralization.
The left has dozens of sophisticated election partners. This includes analytics from GfK MRI, Civis, Clarity,
BlueLabs, and many more. Their registration insight comes from ERIC and database behemoth Catalist. They
have resources from Big Tech, visual analytics like Tableau, and so on. Integration, cloud services, and
marketing provided by subsidiaries of Salesforce.com, and many others. For nearly 15 years USPS has worked
exclusively with left wing groups to develop the ballot supply chain insight they need.
Numerous universities including Stanford, Harvard, CalTech, Princeton, and MIT all have dedicated election
departments who partnered with the left to provide election intelligence. The lefts Arabella Advisors network
has over 300+ non-profits with a $2 billion budget. These non-profits, along with help from Labor unions and
others, conduct massive GOTV campaigns. The lefts election analytics infrastructure is staggering.
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All this infrastructure was created for a reason. It provides early intelligence as votes arrive in the weeks and
days leading up to election day. This data is compared against historical election results and trends to create
models. They push for mail-in ballots and early voting because this early insight gives them time to react,
legally or otherwise. They can target race, gender, age, precinct, census tracts & block groups, mobile devices,
social media accounts, and so much more.
Retired Colonel Shawn Smith worked with analytics experts like Jeff O'Donnell, Dr. Walter Daugherity, Draza
Smith, and others. They looked at the profiles of voting including the number of votes, types of votes, and the
patterns they produce. They found bad actors are injecting votes to meet a setpoint. Voting on election day
deprives them the ability to run models on how many votes must be injected to win. If you don't vote early,
they don't know if they can inject a ballot in your name.
If you show up on election day and they say you already voted, show them your mail-in ballot to prove you
have not. Then contact your Sheriff's Department and tell them your identity has been stolen. This type
investigation is not accountable to a SOS or the election jurisdiction. Voting on election day, or close to the
end of the election, reduces the time they can act on their intelligence. Election day voting is also consistent
with the single day voting described in the U.S. constitution.
Journalists were embedded in Oct. 25th, 2022 debate watch parties between Senate candidates Oz and
Fetterman. The local media hid his condition. It was the first time these voters could see Fetterman is truly not
fit for the job. After watching his performance, many voters were upset they already mailed-in their ballot.

Vote Early, and In Person?
Some campaigns suggest Republicans vote early, and in-person. The RNC chair even suggested voting 3 weeks
early. One commentator says early voting removes you from GOP lists, which allows the campaigns to focus
on those not yet voted. Another claim from a single survey suggests 20% don't show up on election day
because of work issues, child care, soccer, and car troubles. Vote early if you believe this provides help to
Republican campaigns, and increases turnout.
Campaigns should already be parsing data to remove consistent election day voters, reliable voters, etc. There
are much better targets for campaign GOTV efforts. In most jurisdictions only 10-15% vote on election day. If
half of these (7%) decided to vote early, would removing this tiny amount from lists help campaigns? Door
knockers already walk a sequential route, so little would change. This assumes sophisticated GOTV efforts are
in place. Most campaign efforts are bulk tactics - email, postcard mailers, text messages, and auto-dialers.
Late ballot deliveries, stuffing drop boxes, elderly care centers, and other cheats are the result of election
intelligence. But our fight is not always just against the left. The NRSC (National Republican Senatorial
Committee) spends tens of millions to attack conservatives. Early voting analytics could be shared with Deep
State factions so they know which "preferred" RINO candidates need help to win. This same insight can be
used against conservative candidates shown to be winning. Those considered a threat to the establishment.
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In 2020 American voters were given about a month to vote. They could use any method they wanted, with
most safeguards removed. But the U.S. only saw a 6% increase in voter participation over 2016. Much of this
6% can be attributed to inflated voter rolls and malfeasance. Another example, Oregon has been voting
entirely by mail for almost 25 years. But only 75% participated in the 2020 election. Should we assume those
25% that didn't vote had work issues or car troubles? Election math simply doesn't support the "20% survey".
In the 2022 Primary, Maricopa County had more election day voters than in 2018. But a whopping 80% who
entered polling places on election day used a Republican ballot. That's a 23% increase over 2018. Elections
have become an industry of "Big Data" with dozens of heavily funded hi-tech players, all seemingly on one
side. Vote early if you believe this provides help to Republican campaigns, and increases turnout?

Dropping Off Mail-In Ballots:
If you must use a mail-in ballot, and want to drop it off in person, do this 3-4 days before election day. This
timing allows the ballot to be approved, tabulated, and you choices added to the races on or before election
day. If dropped off on election day, it's very likely your votes will not be part of the election results reported to
the public that night.
When you drop off a mail-in ballot at a polling place, its first day is spent in transportation. The ballots second
day is typically spent in scanning, signature validation, envelope separation, and so on. The next 1-2 days are
when your candidate choices are tabulated. Some jurisdictions are faster, some slower. Please drop off your
mail-in ballot early in the day. If you drop of your ballot late in the day, it might sit overnight in the sealed bin,
until couriers arrive the following day.
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Machine Public Test Watch (Incident Report)
Instructions: The 8/28/2022, Election Law defines "automatic tabulating
equipment" as the apparatus necessary to examine and automatically
count votes. We use the acronym “ATE” to refer to these tabulators.
Public testing events of ATE(s), to which the public and candidates are
invited, are held before and after elections.
We used the “Voting Equipment Checklist” published by the MO Secretary
of State’s office to create most incident topics on this report. The

Your Role
� 11.0

diamond icon (◈) in an Incident description denotes the corresponding
item in the SOS Checklist.
An errorless count by each ATE during the testing is required before the
machine can be approved for use in the upcoming election. After the test,
the ATE(s) are to be held securely so there can be no tampering.
View the training video for this Project, and download the Incident Report
form and the SOS Checklist, at Frankspeech.com/video/training-missourielection-watch-machine-public-testing

Questions to be asked
□ Candidate for office
□ Election Worker
□ Election Official

□ Concerned Citizen
□ Other

� 14.1

□ What is the mechanism that detects any
operation of the ATE(s) before or after the
election, and what report do we request to
obtain that information? ◈15

� 14.2

□ Where can we get the audit logs for the
actions that happen on any ATE? ◈14

� 14.3

□ Are or were any ATEs used for early voting?
□ Yes □ No

Automatic Tabulating Equipment (ATE) Info

� 12.0

Manufacturer of ATE(s) used in county
□ AccuPoll
□ Hart InterCivic
□ Diebold
□ Populex
□ Dominion
□ Sequoia
□ ES&S
□ Unisyn

Chain of Custody of Tabulators (Follow-up)

Model(s): __________________________________
Version(s): _________________________________

� 15.1

□ What “enhanced defensive measures” has the
county put in place because of the June 3rd
CISA Alert (Dominion), or the May 20th EAC
‘Missouri Voting Machine Anamoly’ (Unisyn)?

� 15.2

□ On what day will ATE(s) be delivered to
polling places and on what day are they
scheduled to be picked up after the election?

� 15.3

□ During transit: Are drivers instructed not to
leave the vehicle unattended and/or
unsecured if ATE(s) are loaded on it?

� 15.4

□ Are ATE(s) ever at the polling place
unattended, before, during, or after the
election?

� 15.5

□ After polls close, which parts or elements are
physically removed from the ATE(s) and which
parts or elements of the ATE(s) are left behind
at the polling place?

� 15.6

□ Where are the ATE(s) stored and how are they
secured between elections?

� 16.0

Any Additional Notes

# of ATE(s) tested: ________________ (all?)

Incident(s) Being Reported
� 13.1

□ Number of ballots in test deck: ______________

� 13.2

□ Test deck of ballots did not include all
versions of ballots

� 13.3

□ ATE did not have lock(s) on all “physical”
ports to prevent tampering ◈10

� 13.4

□ ATE is NOT air-gapped (cannot connect to
internet or internet-connected device)

� 13.5

□ Inaccurate vote tally by ATE(s) ◈7

� 13.6

□ No ballot counter or inaccurate count ◈11

� 13.7

□ Write-in feature not tested ◈4

� 13.8

□ Over-voted ballot: ATE did not reject and/or
did not allow for correction ◈8

� 13.9

□ You were denied entry to the testing event or
not allowed to ask questions

� 13.10

□ Other incident(s) not listed

Your Name (PRINT):

Your Cell:

Date of Test:

Your Signature (SIGN):

County:

Date of Election:

Your EMAIL:
20220927 EWP1 Machine Public Test Watch

Scan or take pics of forms and email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me
Mail paper copies to Missouri Canvassers, 503 E Nifong #131,
Columbia, MO 65201-3717

NOTES are ESSENTIAL! Use as many pages as needed.
Make sure to write your name and contact info on every page. Enter the
paragraph code next to the pencil icon (�) from the Incident List.

The same incident might occur multiple times, so please create a
new note for each incident but use the same paragraph code.

�

�

�

�

Your Name (PRINT):

Your Cell:

Election/Test Date:

Your Signature (SIGN):

County:

Precinct:

Your EMAIL:
20220927 Notes for Incident Reports

Scan or take pics of forms and email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me
Mail paper copies to Missouri Canvassers, 503 E Nifong #131,
Columbia, MO 65201-3717

Voter Experience (Incident Report)
Instructions: Voting is a civic duty and protected civil right in America.
Missouri Canvassers invites those who have cast their ballot, assisted
someone else with casting a ballot, or participated in the election process

General Details
� 21.1

Role of Person Submitting Report
□ Voter
□ Poll Worker
□ Concerned Citizen
□ Other

� 21.2

Ballot Cast by Voter
□ Polling Place
□ Absentee
□ Curbside voting
□ Military/Overseas
□ Early vote at ___________________________________

� 21.3

□ Voter cast ballot early or absentee, then
checked at polling place on election day and
showed as did not vote

� 21.4

□ Someone received ballots in the mail that
were not requested

Election Day Voting
Polling Place and Poll Workers

in some other role, to report any “incidents” witnessed related to voter
experience. View the training video and download this Incident Report
from Frankspeech.com/video/training-missouri-election-watch-voterexperience

Election Day or Early Voting
Signing In
� 23.1

□ Poll pad/books show a vote already cast in
voter’s name, but voter says they did not vote

� 23.2

□ Voter was not asked for Photo ID, told they
did not have an acceptable form of ID, or told
they were not registered

� 23.3

□ Voter’s status was “inactive”

� 23.4

□ Poll pad/poll book did not have voter’s
correct address

� 23.5

□ Voter only allowed to vote by Provisional
ballot

� 23.6

□ Voter told they were at wrong voting location
and directed to a different location to vote

� 22.1

□ Polling location difficult to find, and/or signs
outside were not visible or hard to see

� 23.7

□ Voter arrived before poll closing time, but
was denied opportunity to vote

� 22.2

□ Polling location did not open on time

� 23.8

□ Voter denied opportunity to vote (other
reason)

� 22.3

□ Lines were long and/or wait time was long

� 22.4

□ Electioneering (candidates, their signs, or
staff) or solicitors nearby (closer than 25’), or
were inside the polling place

� 22.5

□ Signs inside the polling place were not
displayed, not visible, not helpful, difficult to
read, or other issue

� 22.6

□ Poll workers or other persons were discussing
election topics, such as preferred candidates
or political parties, or wearing attire
promoting candidates or political party

� 22.7

□ Someone attempted to influence voting

� 22.8

□ Poll workers were not working in teams and,
if asked for help, a single poll worker assisted
rather than 2 from different political parties

Ballots
� 24.1

□ Voter issued the wrong ballot, or polling
place did not have the correct ballot for voter

� 24.2

□ Ballot at the polling place did NOT match the
sample ballot published prior to the election

� 24.3

□ Stacks of blank ballots were within physical
reach of voters (not secured)

� 24.4

□ Voter could not vote in privacy/secrecy

Absentee, Overseas, Military Voting
� 25.1

□ Voter did not receive their ballot or received
the incorrect ballot

� 25.2

□ Voter unable to return ballot

� 26.0

Any Additional Notes

Your Name (PRINT):

Your Cell:

Election Date:

Your Signature (SIGN):

County:

Precinct:

Your EMAIL:
20220927 EWP2 Voter Experience

Scan or take pics of forms and email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me
Mail paper copies to Missouri Canvassers, 503 E Nifong #131,
Columbia, MO 65201-3717

NOTES are ESSENTIAL! Use as many pages as needed.
Make sure to write your name and contact info on every page. Enter the
paragraph code next to the pencil icon (�) from the Incident List.

The same incident might occur multiple times, so please create a
new note for each incident but use the same paragraph code.

�

�

�

�

Your Name (PRINT):

Your Cell:

Election/Test Date:

Your Signature (SIGN):

County:

Precinct:

Your EMAIL:
20220927 Notes for Incident Reports

Scan or take pics of forms and email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me
Mail paper copies to Missouri Canvassers, 503 E Nifong #131,
Columbia, MO 65201-3717

Polling Place (Incident Report)
Instructions: There are laws and rules governing the voting process at the
polls. We used the “Missouri’s Poll Worker Training: A Training Manual”
obtained from the MO Secretary of State’s office to create most items on

Your Role
� 31.0

Incident(s): Polling Place and Workers
□ Election Judge
□ Concerned Citizen
□ Poll Worker
□ Other
□ Poll Challenger/Watcher

Electronic Voting Machine/System (EVM)

� 32.1

� 32.2

Manufacturer of EVM(s) used:
□ AccuPoll
□ Hart InterCivic
□ Diebold
□ Populex
□ Dominion
□ Sequoia
□ ES&S
□ Unisyn
# of used EVM(s) at precinct: _________________
Poll books/pads (not considered voting equipment):
□ Paper Poll Books
□ Other
□ Electronic Poll Pads
Poll Pad Manufacturer: ______________________

Incident(s): Equipment Issues
� 33.1

□ EVM: Voting Machine / Tabulator issue

� 33.2

□ Poll Pad issue

� 33.3

□ Other Equipment issue

� 33.4

□ Air-gapped: evidence or suspicion that EVM is
NOT “air-gapped” (not able to connect to
internet or an internet-connected device)

Incident(s): Processing Voters
� 34.1
� 34.2
� 34.3
� 34.4
� 34.5
� 34.6

this Incident Report. The checkerboard icon (▩) in an Incident description
denotes the corresponding page number from the Training Manual. View
the training video for this Project and download both the Polling Place
Incident Report and the SOS Training Manual document from
Frankspeech.com/video/training-missouri-election-watch-polling-place

□ Voter(s) not asked for photo ID and/or
improper forms of ID accepted ▩20 ▩22-23

� 35.1
� 35.2
� 35.3
� 35.4
� 35.5
� 35.6
� 35.7
� 35.8

� 36.1
� 36.2

� 36.3

� 36.4

□ Voter address issue ▩21 ▩25

� 36.5

□ Voter issued wrong ballot

□ Provisional ballot improperly issued or
handled/mismanaged ▩35

□ Poll worker/judges: not on time ▩8, do not
take or sign oath ▩9, not trained

□ Clerk/EA rejects candidate as election judge
or political party does not submit candidates
□ Materials or supplies on checklist missing or
“shorted” ▩11, set out before workers arrive
□ Signage not enough to meet requirements
and/or not displayed accurately ▩12-14
□ Worker(s) working alone or working after
others sent home for the day

□ Something all workers not allowed to see
□ Poll place violations, e.g., electioneering,
solicitation, unauthorized persons, poll
workers discuss election with others ▩17-18

Incident(s): Ballots

□ Poll pad/books shows voter already voted,
but voter claims they did not vote yet

□ Spoiled ballots improperly handled ▩27-28

□ Poll did not open/close on time ▩15 ▩29

□ Ballots delivered to polling place too late or
too early (left unattended) ▩9

□ Ballots not always secured; chain of custody
issue; unauthorized person accesses ballots
□ Someone other than bipartisan or supervisory
judge(s) opened and checked the ballot box
or pre-counting procedures not followed ▩9
□ Certificate of Ballots: number of ballots
inaccurate or other issue with certificate ▩9

□ Colors, styles, and variations of all ballots
designated for the precinct not provided ▩10

� 36.6

□ Actual ballot(s) at polling place do NOT
match sample ballot(s) published prior to the
election

� 37.0

Any Additional Notes

Your Name (PRINT):

Your Cell:

Election Date:

Your Signature (SIGN):

County:

Precinct:

Your EMAIL:
20220927 EWP3 Polling Place

Scan or take pics of forms and email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me
Mail paper copies to Missouri Canvassers, 503 E Nifong #131,
Columbia, MO 65201-3717

NOTES are ESSENTIAL! Use as many pages as needed.
Make sure to write your name and contact info on every page. Enter the
paragraph code next to the pencil icon (�) from the Incident List.

The same incident might occur multiple times, so please create a
new note for each incident but use the same paragraph code.

�

�

�

�

Your Name (PRINT):

Your Cell:

Election/Test Date:

Your Signature (SIGN):

County:

Precinct:

Your EMAIL:
20220927 Notes for Incident Reports

Scan or take pics of forms and email to Cause.America.MO@pm.me
Mail paper copies to Missouri Canvassers, 503 E Nifong #131,
Columbia, MO 65201-3717

